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Garden Party Class Supply List 

 

Finished block size: 5’’ 

Finished quilt size: 82’’ X 82’’ 

Crazy Scrappy Fun, and NO TRIANGLES! 

 

Put those precious scraps to work for you with a dazzling quilt pattern from best-selling author Bonnie K. 

Hunter. Stitch up a garden full of Garden Party blocks from strips and squares. Easy rotary cutting and 

simple patchwork make this pattern ideal for beginners, with pressing tips for perfect results! Let your 

imagination run wild with fabric and color placement as you play with light and dark values. And 

remember, if the fabric is still ugly, you just didn’t cut it small enough!  

Quilt with ALL of your scraps! 

For this workshop, you will need: 

Sewing machine in working order with all cords, foot pedal and patchwork foot. 

Rotary cutter with new blade, small mat and ruler. (Both a 6 1/2'’’ square and a 6 1/2'’ by 12 1/2'’ 

rectangle are helpful.) 

Wooden pressing tool if individual irons are not allowed. 

Thread, pins, seam ripper, fabric scissors and anything you would normally use while sewing at a 

workshop. 
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The Addicted to Scraps book retails at $27.95 and is available in 

class for $25.00.  Each student must have their own copy of the 

book, no sharing, and no photocopies.  This is your text book. 

Yardage requirements: 

Garden Party is a two-block quilt and is available as a 4 or 6-hour 

workshop.  You will not need to cut out the entire quilt ahead of 

time. Pre-cutting is given below.  We will be working on BLOCKS 

ONLY during this workshop. 

Full yardage amounts given for planning purposes: 

Medium to Dark Scraps: 3 yards total for Garden Posey block. 

Red Scraps: 1 2/3 yard total for alternate chain blocks 

Light/neutral Scraps:  3 1/4 yards total  

Cream polka dot: 1/2 yard (inner border) 

Red print: 1 1/4 yards (outer border) 

Pre-cutting: 

Posey Blocks: 

Please come with enough block “kits” to keep you busy during the class time given. Each block is made 

with THREE complimentary fabrics plus a neutral background. There are 100 Posey blocks in the quilt, 

but just prepare enough for class time: 

Cutting and kitting for ONE block: 

From COLORED fabric #1 cut: 

1 rectangle 1 1/2’’ x 6 1/2’’ and 4 rectangles 1 1/2’’ X 2 1/2’’ 

From COLORED fabric #2 cut: 

4 rectangles 1 1/2’’ X 2 1/2’’ 

From COLORED fabric #3 cut: 

1 11/2’’ square 

From ONE NEUTRAL FABRIC cut: 

1 rectangle 1 1/2’’ x 6 1/2’’ 

Place each set in a zip lock bag. 

Garden Chain Blocks: 

Bring a variety of reds and neutrals cut into 1 1/2’’ strips. 
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Also, bring some neutrals cut into 3 1/2’’ strips. 

Go for variety!  And if a lot of students ARE using Red/Neutral in their quilts, we can swap strips for 

maximum scrappiness! 

No number of strips to cut is given at this time because scrap strips vary in length and everyone’s scraps 

will be different.  We are just going for ENOUGH to fill the class time. 

I look forward to seeing you in class!  If you have questions, please email me at Quiltville@gmail.com 


